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Abstract. In [2], J. Arthur classifies the automorphic discrete
spectrum of symplectic groups up to global Arthur packets. We
continue with our investigation of Fourier coefficients and their im-
plication to the structure of the cuspidal spectrum for symplectic
groups ([16] and [20]). As result, we obtain certain characteri-
zation and construction of small cuspidal automorphic represen-
tations and gain a better understanding of global Arthur packets
and of the structure of local unramified components of the cusp-
idal spectrum, which has impacts to the generalized Ramanujan
problem as posted by P. Sarnak in [43].

1. Introduction

Let F be a number field and A be the ring of adeles of F . For an
F -split classical group G, A2(G) denotes the set of equivalence classes
of all automorphic representations of G(A) that occur in the discrete
spectrum of the space of all square-integrable automorphic forms on
G(A). The automorphic representations π in the set A2(G) have been
classified, up to global Arthur packets, in the fundamental work of
J. Arthur ([2]), via the theory of endoscopy. More precisely, for any

π ∈ A2(G), there exists a global Arthur packet, denoted by Π̃ψ(G),

such that π ∈ Π̃ψ(G) for some global Arthur parameter ψ ∈ Ψ̃2(G).

Following [2], a global Arthur parameter ψ ∈ Ψ̃2(G) can be written
formally as

(1.1) ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br)
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where τj ∈ Acusp(GLaj) and bj ≥ 1 are integers. We refer to Section
2 for more details. A global Arthur parameter ψ is called generic,
following [2], if the integers bj are one, i.e. a generic global Arthur
parameter ψ can be written as

(1.2) ψ = φ = (τ1, 1) � (τ2, 1) � · · ·� (τr, 1).

For a generic global Arthur parameter φ as in (1.2), the global Arthur

packet Π̃φ(G) contains at least one member π from the setA2(G). More
precisely, this π must belong to the subset Acusp(G), i.e. it is cuspi-
dal. This assertion follows essentially from the theory of automorphic
descents of Ginzburg-Rallis-Soudry ([10]), as discussed in [20]. In fact,
as in [20, Section 3.1], one can show that a global Arthur parameter

ψ = φ is generic if and only if the global Arthur packet Π̃φ(G) con-
tains a member π ∈ Acusp(G) that has a nonzero Whittaker-Fourier
coefficient (Theorem 3.4 in [20]). It is not hard to show that in such a
circumstance, the following holds:

Π̃φ(G) ∩ A2(G) ⊂ Acusp(G).

All members in Π̃φ(G) ∩ A2(G) may be constructed via the twisted
automorphic descents as developed in [24] and more generally in [26],
[27], [28], [17], and [22].

In [37] and [38], C. Mœglin investigates the following problem: for

a global Arthur parameter ψ ∈ Ψ̃2(G), when does the global Arthur

packet Π̃ψ(G) contain a non-cuspidal member in A2(G) and how can
one construct such non-cuspidal members if they exist? Mœglin states
her results in terms of her local and global conjectures in the papers.
We refer to [37] and [38] for detailed discussions on those problems.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the following simple

question: for a global Arthur parameter ψ ∈ Ψ̃2(G), when does the

global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(G) contain no cuspidal members, i.e. when is
the intersection

Π̃ψ(G) ∩ Acusp(G)

an empty set? One closely related question is: if a π ∈ Acusp(G)

belongs to a global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(G), what can one say about
the simple global Arthur parameters (for definition see Section 2.2)
(τ1, b1), · · · , (τr, br) as in (1.1) occurring in the ψ? In other words, can
one bound the integers b1, · · · , br?

The approach that we are taking to investigate this problem is based
on our understanding of the structure of Fourier coefficients of automo-
prhic forms associated to nilpotent orbits or partitions, and the notion
of small cuspidal automorphic representations, following the discussions
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and conjectures in [16, Section 4] and [20]. This study can be regarded
as an extension of the fundamental work of R. Howe on the theory
of singular automorphic forms using his notion of ranks for unitary
representations ([12]).

In this paper, we consider mainly the case that G = Sp2n, the sym-
plectic groups. The method is applicable to other classical groups. Due
to technical reasons, we leave the discussion for other classical groups
to our future work.

We start the discussion with a particular global Arthur parameter

ψ = (τ, 2e) � (1, 1) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp4e)

with τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) of symplectic type. When e = 1, the well-
known example of Saito-Kurokawa provides irreducible cuspidal auto-

morphic representations in the global packet Π̃ψ(Sp4), as constructed
by I. Piatetski-Shapiro in [41] using global theta correspondences. This
is the first known counter-example to the generalized Ramanujan con-
jecture, which is not of unipotent cuspidal type. Of course, the counter-
examples of unipotent cuspidal type were constructed in 1979 by Howe
and Piatetski-Shapiro in [13], also using global theta correspondences.
It was desirable to find such non-tempered cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentations for general Sp2n or even for general reductive groups. In
1996, W. Duke and Ö. Imamoglu made a conjecture in [6] that when
F = Q, there exists an analogue of the Saito-Kurokawa type cuspidal
automorphic forms on Sp4e for all integers e ≥ 1. In terms of the endo-
scopic classification theory ([2]), the Duke-Imamoglu conjecture asserts

that when F = Q, the intersection Π̃ψ(Sp4e)∩Acusp(Sp4e) is non-empty
for the global Arthur parameter ψ = (τ, 2e) � (1, 1). This conjecture
was confirmed by T. Ikeda in 2001 ([14]) and an extension to the case
that F is totally real is in [15]. The following questions remain:

(1) What happens to the symplectic groups Sp4e+2?
(2) What happens if F is not totally real?

For a general number field F , the authors jointly with L. Zhang

proved in [25] that the intersection Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩A2(Sp2n) is non-empty
for a family of global Arthur parameters ψ, including the case that ψ =
(τ, 2e) � (1, 1). We explicitly constructed non-zero square-integrable

residual representations in the global Arthur packets Π̃ψ(Sp2n) for a
family of global Arthur parameters and hence confirmed the conjec-
ture of Mœglin in [37] and [38] for those cases. Our main motivation in
[25] is to find automorphic kernel functions for the automorphic inte-
gral transforms that explicitly produce endoscopy correspondences as
explained in [16].
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One of the main results in this paper confirms that when F is totally

imaginary and n ≥ 5, the intersection Π̃ψ(Sp2n)∩Acusp(Sp2n) is empty
for the global Arthur parameters ψ = (τ, 2e) � (1, 1) if n = 2e and
ψ = (τ, 2e+ 1)� (ωτ , 1) if n = 2e+ 1, where ωτ is the central character
of τ , and τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) is self-dual. Note that when n = 2e, τ
is of symplectic type; and when n = 2e + 1, τ is of orthogonal type
(for definitions of symplectic and orthogonal types, see Section 2.2).
This conclusion is a consequence of more general results obtained in
Section 4, where three different versions of criteria for global Arthur
packets containing no cuspidal members are given in Theorems 4.1,
4.2, 4.3, and 4.4; and explicit examples are also discussed in Section
4.2. However, if the number field F is neither totally real nor totally

imaginary, it remains to know whether Π̃ψ(Sp2n)∩Acusp(Sp2n) is empty
for the global Arthur parameters ψ = (τ, n) � (1, 1). In Section 5,
we are going to discuss the relation of the existence of such cuspidal
automorphic representations with the Ramanujan type bound for the
whole cuspidal spectrum of Sp2n.

On the other hand, we discuss the characterization of cuspidal au-
tomorphic representations with smallest possible Fourier coefficients,
which are called small cuspidal representations in Section 2. We first
explain how to re-interpret the result of J.-S. Li that cuspidal auto-
morphic representations of classical groups are non-singular, in terms
of the Fourier coefficients associated to partitions or nilpotent orbits.
This leads to a question about the smallest possible Fourier coefficients
for the cuspidal spectrum of classical groups, which is closely related
to the generalized Ramanujan problem as posted by P. Sarnak in 2005
([43]). As a consequence of the discussion in Section 3, we find simple
criterion for Sp4n that determines families of global Arthur parameters
of unipotent type, with which the global Arthur packets contains no
cuspidal members (Theorem 3.1). Examples and the relation of Theo-
rem 3.1 with the work of S. Kudla and S. Rallis ([30]) are also discussed
briefly in Section 3.

Generally speaking, by the endoscopic classification of the discrete
spectrum of Arthur ([2]), the global Arthur parameters provide the
bounds for the Hecke eigenvalues or the exponents of the Satake pa-
rameters at the unramified local places for automorphic representations
occurring in the discrete spectrum. Since it is not clear how to deduce
directly from the endoscopic classification which global Arthur packets
contains no cuspidal members, we apply the method of Fourier coef-
ficients associated to unipotent orbits. Hence it is expected that our
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discussion improves those bounds for the exponents of the Satake pa-
rameters of cuspidal spectrum if we find more global Arthur packets
containing no cuspidal members. In Section 5, we obtain a preliminary
result towards the generalized Ramanujan problem. For general num-
ber fields, we show in Proposition 5.1 that when n = 2e is even, the
cuspidal automorphic representations of Sp4e constructed by Piatetski-
Shapiro and Rallis ([42]) achieve the worst bound, which is n

2
= e,

for the exponents of the Satake parameters of the cuspidal spectrum.
While in Proposition 5.2, we assume that F is totally imaginary and
n = 2e+ 1 ≥ 5 is odd, n−1

2
= e is an upper bound for the exponents of

the Satake parameters of the cuspidal spectrum. It needs more work to
understand if the bound n−1

2
= e is sharp when F is totally imaginary

and n = 2e + 1 ≥ 5 is odd. It is also not clear that how to construct
cuspidal representations with the worst bound for the exponents of the
Satake parameters. We will come back to those issues in our future
work.

In the last section (Section 6), we characterize the small cuspidal au-
tomorphic representations of Sp2n(A) by means of Fourier coefficients
of Fourier-Jacobi type, and by the notion of hypercuspidal automor-
phic representations in the sense of Piatetski-Shapiro ([41]). As conse-
quence, we prove (Theorem 6.5) that when F is totally imaginary and
n ≥ 5, there does not exist any hypercuspidal automorphic represen-
tation of Sp2n(A). Hence the Ikeda construction will not exist when F
is totally imaginary.

The basic facts on the endoscopic classification of the discrete spec-
trum and the basic conjecture on the relations between the Fourier
coefficients of automorphic forms and their global Arthur parameters
are recalled in Section 2. Here we also recall the recent, relevant results
of the authors, which are used in the rest of this paper.

Finally, we would like to thank J. Arthur, L. Clozel, J. Cogdell, R.
Howe, R. Langlands, C. Mœglin, P. Sarnak, F. Shahidi, R. Taylor, D.
Vogan, and J.-L. Waldspurger for their interest in the problems dis-
cussed in this paper and for their encouragement. The first named
author delivered the main results of this paper in the Simons Sympo-
sium 2016, and would like to thank the organizers of the symposium:
W. Mueller, S.-W. Shin, and N. Templier for their invitation and for
the wonderful event, and thank the Simons Foundation for the financial
support. We would like to thank D. Gourevitch for helpful communi-
cations on their results in [11]. We also would like to thank the referees
for carefully reading the manuscript and helpful comments and sugges-
tions.
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2. Fourier Coefficients and Global Arthur Packets

2.1. Fourier coefficients attached to nilpotent orbits. In this
section, we recall Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms attached
to nilpotent orbits, following the formulation in [11], which is slightly
more general and easier to use than the one taken in [16] and [20]. Let
G be a reductive group defined over F , or a central extension of finite
degree. Fix a nontrivial additive character ψ of F\A. Let g be the
Lie algebra of G(F ) and f be a nilpotent element in g. The element f
defines a function on g:

ψf : g→ C×

by ψf (x) = ψ(κ(f, x)), where κ is the Killing form on g.
Given any semi-simple element h ∈ g, under the adjoint action, g

is decomposed to a direct sum of eigenspaces ghi of h corresponding
to eigenvalues i. For any rational number r ∈ Q, let gh≥r = ⊕r′≥rghr′ .
The element h is called rational semi-simple if all its eigenvalues are
in Q. Given a nilpotent element f , a Whittaker pair is a pair (h, f)
with h ∈ g being a rational semi-simple element, and f ∈ gh−2. The
element h in a Whittaker pair (h, f) is called a neutral element for f if
there is a nilpotent element e ∈ g such that (e, h, f) is an sl2-triple. A
Whittaker pair (h, f) with h being a neutral element for f is called a
neutral pair. For any X ∈ g, let gX be the centralizer of X in g.

Given any Whittaker pair (h, f), define an anti-symmetric form ωf
on g by ωf (X, Y ) := κ(f, [X, Y ]), as above, κ is the Killing form. We
denote by ω = ωf when there is no confusion. Let uh = gh≥1 and let

nh = ker(ω) be the radial of ω|uh . Then [uh, uh] ⊂ gh≥2 ⊂ nh. By [11,

Lemma 3.2.6], nh = gh≥2+gh1∩gf . Note that if the Whittaker pair (h, f)

comes from an sl2-triple (e, h, f), then nh = gh≥2. Let Uh = exp(uh) and
Nh = exp(nh) be the corresponding unipotent subgroups of G. Define
a character of Nh by ψf (n) = ψ(κ(f, log(n))). Let N ′h = Nh ∩ ker(ψf ).
Then Uh/N

′
h is a Heisenberg group with center Nh/N

′
h. It follows that

for each Whittaker pair (h, f), ψf defines a character of Nh(A) which
is trivial on Nh(F ).
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Assume that π be an automorphic representation of G(A). Define a
degenerate Whittaker-Fourier coefficient of ϕ ∈ π by

(2.1) Fh,f (ϕ)(g) =

∫
Nh(F )\Nh(A)

ϕ(ng)ψf (n)dn, g ∈ G(A).

Let Fh,f (π) = {Fh,f (ϕ)|ϕ ∈ π}. If h is a neutral element for f , then
Fh,f (ϕ) is also called a generalized Whittaker-Fourier coefficient of ϕ.
The (global) wave-front set n(π) of π is defined to the set of nilpotent
orbits O such that Fh,f (π) is nonzero, for some Whittaker pair (h, f)
with f ∈ O and h being a neutral element for f . Note that if Fh,f (π)
is nonzero for some Whittaker pair (h, f) with f ∈ O and h being a
neutral element for f , then it is nonzero for any such Whittaker pair
(h, f), since the non-vanishing property of such Fourier coefficients does
not depends on the choices of representatives of O. Let nm(π) be the
set of maximal elements in n(π) under the natural order of nilpotent
orbits. The following theorem is one of the main results in [11].

Theorem 2.1 (Theorem C, [11]). Let π be an automorphic represen-
tation of G(A). Given two Whittaker pairs (h, f) and (h′, f), with h
being a neutral element for f , if Fh′,f (π) is nonzero, then Fh,f (π) is
nonzero.

When G is a quasi-split classical group, it is known that the nilpotent
orbits are parametrized by pairs (p, q), where p is a partition and q is a
set of non-degenerate quadratic forms (see [46]). When G = Sp2n, p is a
symplectic partition, namely, odd parts occur with even multiplicities.
When G = SOα

2n, SO2n+1, p is an orthogonal partition, namely, even
parts occur with even multiplicities. Note that if α is not a square in
F×, SOα

2n denotes the quasi-split orthogonal group, corresponding to
the quadratic form in 2n variables, with Witt index n−1 and discrimi-
nant (−1)nα. In these cases, let pm(π) be the partitions corresponding
to nilpotent orbits in nm(π), that is, the maximal nilpotent orbits in
the wave-front set n(π) of the automorphic representation π.

Convention. Let G be a quasi-split classical group and π be an
automorphic representation of G(A). For any symplectic/orthogonal
partition p, by a Fourier coefficient attached to p, we mean a gen-
eralized Whittaker-Fourier coefficient Fh,f (ϕ) attached to an orbit O
parametrized by a pair (p, q) for some q, where ϕ ∈ π, f ∈ O and h
is a neutral element for f . Sometimes, for convenience, we also write
a Fourier coefficient attached to p as Fψp(ϕ) without specifying the
F -rational orbit O and Whittaker pairs.

Next, we recall the following result of [18], which is one of the main
ingredients of this paper.
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Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 5.3, [18]). Assume that F is a totally imagi-
nary number field. Let π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of

Sp2n(A) or the metaplectic double cover S̃p2n(A). Then there exists
an even partition (that is, consisting of only even parts) in pm(π), as
constructed in [8], with the property that

p
π

:= [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nr)sr ],
with 2n1 > 2n2 > · · · > 2nr and si ≤ 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

In this paper, we will consider two orders on the set of all partitions
as follows. For a given partition p = [p1p2 · · · pr], define |p| =

∑r
i=1 pi.

Definition 2.3. (1). Lexicographical order. Given two partitions
p = [p1p2 · · · pr] with p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pr, and q = [q1q2 · · · qr] with
q1 ≥ q2 ≥ · · · ≥ qr, (add zeros at the end if needed) which may not
be partitions of the same positive integer, i.e., |p| and |q| may not be
equal. If there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ r such that pj = qj for 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1,
and pi < qi, then we say that p < q under the lexicographical order of
partitions. Lexicographical order is a total order.

(2). Dominance order. Given two partitions p = [p1p2 · · · pr] with
p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pr, and q = [q1q2 · · · qr] with q1 ≥ q2 ≥ · · · ≥ qr
(add zeros at the end if needed), which again may not be partitions
of the same positive integer, i.e., |p| and |q| may not be equal. If for

any 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
∑i

j=1 pj ≤
∑i

j=1 qj, then we say that p ≤ q under the
dominance order of partitions. Dominance order is a partial order.

Remark 2.4. Given two partitions p and q, if we do not specify which
order of partitions, by p ≤ q, we mean that it is under the dominance
order of partitions.

2.2. Automorphic discrete spectrum and Fourier coefficients.
In this paper, we consider mainly the symplectic groups. Although the
methods are expected to work for all quasi-split classical groups, due
to the state of art in the current development of the theory, one knows
much less when the classical groups are not of symplectic type. Hence
we will concentrate on symplectic groups here and leave the discussion
for other classical groups in the future.

For the symplectic group Sp2n, the endoscopic classification of the
discrete spectrum was obtained by Arthur in [2]. A preliminary state-
ment of the endoscopic classification is recalled below.

Theorem 2.5 (Arthur [2]). For any π ∈ A2(Sp2n), there exists a global
Arthur parameter

ψ = ψ1 � · · ·� ψr,
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such that π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n), the global Arthur packet associated to ψ.

The notation used in this theorem can be explained as follows. Each
ψi = (τi, bi) is called a simple Arthur parameter, where τi ∈ Acusp(GLai)
with central character ωτi , and bi ∈ Z≥1. Every simple Arthur parame-
ter ψi is of orthogonal type. This means that if τi is of symplectic type,
that is, L(s, τi,∧2) has a pole at s = 1, then bi must be even; and if τi
is of orthogonal type, that is, L(s, τi, Sym2) has a pole at s = 1, then bi
must be odd. In order for the formal sum ψ = ψ1�· · ·�ψr to be a global

Arthur parameter in Ψ̃2(Sp2n), one requires that 2n + 1 =
∑r

i=1 aibi,∏r
i=1 ω

bi
τi

= 1, and the simple parameters ψi are pair-wise different.
A global Arthur parameter ψ is called generic, following [2], if the

integers bi are one. The set of generic global Arthur parameters is

denoted by Φ̃2(Sp2n). A generic global Arthur parameter φ can be
written as φ = (τ1, 1) � (τ2, 1) � · · ·� (τr, 1).

Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 3.3, [20]). For any generic global Arthur pa-

rameter φ = �r
i=1(τi, 1) ∈ Φ̃2(Sp2n), there is an irreducible generic cus-

pidal automorphic representation π of Sp2n(A) belonging to Π̃ψ(Sp2n),
and hence pm(π) = {[(2n)]}.

Theorem 2.6 was proved in [20] by using the automorphic descent
of Ginzburg, Rallis and Soudry ([10]). Following the endoscopic clas-
sification of Arthur ([2]), Theorem 2.6 implies that every tempered
global L-packet has a generic member, i.e. the global Shahidi conjec-
ture holds. Note that by analyzing constant terms of residual repre-
sentations, Mœglin ([37, Proposition 1.2.1]) shows that if there is a

residual representation occurring in Π̃ψ(Sp2n), then the Arthur param-
eter is never generic. Hence we have

Π̃φ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n) ⊂ Acusp(Sp2n),

for all generic global Arthur parameters φ ∈ Φ̃2(Sp2n). For general

Arthur parameters ψ = �r
i=1(τi, bi) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n), [16, Conjecture 4.2]

extends Theorem 2.6 naturally. Before stating this conjecture, we first
recall the definition of Barbasch-Vogan dual of partitions in the follow-
ing remark.

Remark 2.7. Given a partition p = [p1p2 · · · pr] of 2n + 1 with p1 ≥
p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pr > 0, even parts occurring with even multiplicities. By [3,
Definition A1] and [1, Section 3.5], Barbasch-Vogan dual η(p) is defined
to be ((p−)Sp)t, which is a partition of 2n. More precisely, one has that
p− = [p1p2 · · · (pr−1)] and (p−)Sp is the biggest symplectic partition that
is less than or equal to p−. We refer to [5, Lemma 6.3.8] for the recipe
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of obtaining (p−)Sp from p−. (p−)Sp is called the symplectic collapse of
p−. Finally, ((p−)Sp)t is the transpose of (p−)Sp. By [1, Lemma 3.3],
one has that η(p) = ((pt)−)Sp.

We note that when G and its complex dual of G are of the same
type, Barbasch-Vogan duality defined in [3, Definition A1] is the same
as Lusztig-Spaltenstein duality as discussed [36] and [45].

Conjecture 2.8 ([16]). For a given global Arthur parameter ψ =

�r
i=1(τi, bi) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n), the partition η(p

ψ
), which is Barbasch-Vogan

dual of the partition p
ψ

= [ba11 b
a2
2 · · · barr ] associated to the parameter ψ,

has the following properties:

(1) η(p
ψ
) is greater than or equal to any p ∈ pm(π) for all π ∈

Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n), under the dominance order of partitions
as in Definition 2.3; and

(2) there exists a π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n) with η(p
ψ
) ∈ pm(π).

We recall the following result from [21], which is also a main ingre-
dient of this paper.

Theorem 2.9 (Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 6.4, [21]). For a given

global Arthur parameter ψ = �r
i=1(τi, bi) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n), Barbasch-Vogan

dual η(p
ψ
) is greater than or equal to any p ∈ pm(π) for every π ∈

Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n), under the lexicographical order of partitions as
in Definition 2.3.

It is clear that when the global Arthur parameter ψ = φ is generic,
the partition p

φ
= [12n+1], and hence the partition η(p

φ
) = [(2n)], which

corresponds to the regular nilpotent orbit in sp2n. Since any symplectic
partition is less than or equal to [(2n)], it follows that Conjecture 2.8

holds for all generic Arthur parameters φ ∈ Φ̃2(Sp2n). Hence, it is more
delicate to understand the lower bound for partitions p ∈ pm(π) for all
π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n). It is even harder to understand the lower bound for

partitions p ∈ pm(π) when π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ Acusp(Sp2n) for a given

global Arthur parameter ψ ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n).

Problem 2.10. Find symplectic partitions p
0

of 2n with the property
that

(1) there exists a π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) such that p
0
∈ pm(π), but

(2) for any π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n), there does not exist a partition p ∈
pm(π) such that p < p

0
, under the dominance order of partitions

as in Definition 2.3.
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This problem was motivated by the theory of singular automorphic
representations of Sp2n(A), which is briefly recalled in the following
section.

2.3. Singular automorphic representations. In this section, con-
sider Gn = Sp2n, SO2n+1 or SO2n to be split classical groups. The
theory of singular automorphic representations of Gn(A) has been de-
veloped based on the notion of ranks for unitary representations of
Howe ([12]) and by the fundamental work of Li ([33]).

When Gn = Sp2n is the symplectic group, defined by the skew-

symmetric matrix Jn =

(
0 w
−w 0

)
, with w = (wij)n×n anti-diagonal,

and wij = 0 or 1. Take Pn = MnUn to be the Siegel parabolic subgroup
of Sp2n. Hence Mn

∼= GLn and the elements of Un are of form

u(X) =

(
In X
0 In

)
.

Pontryagin duality asserts that the group of unitary characters Un(A)
which are trivial on Un(F ) is isomorphic to Sym2(F n), i.e.

̂Un(F )\Un(A) ∼= Sym2(F n).

The explicit isomorphism is given as follows. Take ψF to be a nontrivial
additive character of F\A. For any T ∈ Sym2(F n), i.e. any n × n
symmetric matrix T , the corresponding character ψT is given by

ψT (u(X)) := ψF (tr(TwX)).

The adjoint action of the Levi subgroup GLn on Un induces an action
of GLn on Sym2(F n). For an automorphic form ϕ on Sp2n(A), the
ψT -Fourier coefficient is defined by

(2.2) FψT (ϕ)(g) :=

∫
Um(F )\Un(A)

ϕ(u(X)g)ψ−1
T (u(X))du(X).

An automorphic form ϕ on Sp2n(A) is called non-singular if ϕ has a
nonzero ψT -Fourier coefficient for some T with maximal F -rank, which
is n, and singular otherwise. In other words, an automorphic form ϕ
on Sp2n(A) is called singular if ϕ has the property that if a ψT -Fourier
coefficient FψT (ϕ) is nonzero, then det(T ) = 0.

Based on his notion of ranks for unitary representations, Howe shows
in [12] that if an automorphic form ϕ on Sp2n(A) is singular, then ϕ
can be expressed as a linear combination of certain theta functions.
Li in [32] shows that a cuspidal automorphic form of Sp2n(A) with n
even is distinguished, i.e. ϕ has a nonzero ψT -Fourier coefficient with
only one GLn-orbit of non-degenerate T if and only if ϕ is in the image
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of the theta lifting from the orthogonal group OT defined by T . A
family of explicit examples of such distinguished cuspidal automorphic
representations of Sp2n(A) with n even was constructed by Piatetski-
Shapiro and Rallis in [42]. Furthermore, Li proves in [33] the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.11 ([33]). For any classical group Gn, cuspidal automor-
phic forms on Gn(A) are non-singular.

For orthogonal groups Gn, the singularity of automorphic forms can
be defined as follows, following [33]. Let (V, q) be a non-degenerate
quadratic space defined over F of dimension m with Witt index n =
[m

2
]. Let X+ be a maximal totally isotropic subspace of V , which has

dimension n, and let X− be the maximal totally isotropic subspace of V
dual to X+ with respect to q. Hence we have the polar decomposition

V = X− + V0 +X+

with V0 being the orthogonal complement of X− + X+, which has
dimension zero or one. The generalized flag

{0} ⊂ X+ ⊂ V

defines a maximal parabolic subgroup PX+ , whose Levi part MX+ is
isomorphic to GLn and whose unipotent radical NX+ is abelian if m is
even; and is a two-step unipotent subgroup with its center ZX+ if m
is odd. When m is even, we set ZX+ = NX+ . Again, by Pontryagin
duality, we have

̂ZX+(F )\ZX+(A) ∼= ∧2(F n),

which is given explicitly, as in the case Sp2n, by the following formula:
For any T ∈ ∧2(F [m

2
]),

ψT (z(X)) := ψF (tr(TwX)).

The adjoint action of the Levi subgroup GLn on ZX+ induces an action
of GLn on the space ∧2(F n). For an automorphic form ϕ on G(A), the
ψT -Fourier coefficient is defined by

(2.3) FψT (ϕ)(g) :=

∫
ZX+ (F )\ZX+ (A)

ϕ(z(X)g)ψ−1
T (z(X))dz(X).

An automorphic form ϕ on G(A) is called non-singular if ϕ has a non-
zero ψT -Fourier coefficient for some T ∈ ∧2(F n) of maximal rank.

Following Section 2.1, we may reformulate the maximal rank Fourier
coefficients of automorphic forms in terms of partitions, and denote by
p

ns
the partition corresponding to the non-singular Fourier coefficients.
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It is easy to figure out the following (for definitions of special partitions,
see [5, Section 6.3]):

(1) When Gn = Sp2n, one has p
ns

= [2n]. This is a special partition
for Sp2n.

(2) When Gn = SO2n+1, one has

p
ns

=

{
[22e1] if n = 2e;

[22e13] if n = 2e+ 1.

This is not a special partition of SO2n+1.
(3) When Gn = SO2n, one has

p
ns

=

{
[22e] if n = 2e;

[22e12] if n = 2e+ 1.

This is a special partition of SO2n.

According to [23], for any automorphic representation π, the set pm(π)
contains only special partitions. Since the non-singular partition p

ns
is

not special when Gn = SO2n+1, the partitions contained in pm(π) as π
runs over the cuspidal spectrum of Gn should be greater than or equal
to the following partition

pGn
ns

=

{
[322e−212] if n = 2e;

[322e−214] if n = 2e+ 1.

Following [5], pGn
ns

denotes the Gn-expansion of the partition p
ns

, i.e.,
the smallest special partition which is greater than or equal to p

ns
. Of

course, when Gn = Sp2n or SO2n, one has that pGn
ns

= p
ns

.

Proposition 2.12. For split classical group Gn, the Gn-expansion of
the non-singular partition, pGn

ns
, is a lower bound for partitions in the

set pm(π) as π runs over the cuspidal spectrum of Gn.

It is natural to ask whether the lower bound pGn
ns

is sharp. This is to
construct or find an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation π
of Gn(A) with the property that pGn

ns
∈ pm(π).

When Gn = Sp4e with n = 2e even, and when F is totally real, the
examples constructed by Ikeda ([14] and [15]) are irreducible cuspidal
automorphic representations π of Sp4e(A) with the global Arthur pa-
rameter ψ = (τ, 2e) � (1, 1), where τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) is of symplectic
type. By Theorem 2.9, for any partition p ∈ pm(π), we should have

p ≤ η(p
ψ
) = [22e] = pSp4e

ns
,
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under the lexicographical order of partitions, which automatically im-
plies that p ≤ [22e] = pSp4e

ns
under the dominance order of partitions.

On the other hand, by Theorem 2.11, for any partition p ∈ pm(π), we
must have

pSp4e

ns
= [22e] ≤ p,

under the dominance order of partitions. It follows that pm(π) =
{[22e] = pSp4e

ns
}.

Proposition 2.13. When F is totally real, the non-singular partition
pSp4e

ns
= p

ns
= [22e] is the sharp lower bound in the sense that for all

π ∈ Acusp(Sp4e), the partition pSp4e

ns
∈ p(π) and there exists a π ∈

Acusp(Sp4e), as constructed in [14] and [15], such that pSp4e

ns
∈ pm(π).

It is clear that the assumption that F must be totally real is sub-
stantial in the construction of Ikeda in [14] and [15]. However, there
is no known approach to carry out a similar construction when F is
not totally real. We are going to discuss the situation in the following
sections when F is totally imaginary, which leads to a totally different
conclusion.

Also the situation is different when we consider orthogonal groups.
For Gn to be SO2n+1 or SO2n, in the spirit of a conjecture of Ginzburg
([7]), any partition p in p(π) with π ∈ Acusp(Gn) should contain only
odd parts. Hence it is reasonable to conjecture the existence of a lower
bound which is better than the one determined by non-singularity of
cuspidal automorphic representations.

Conjecture 2.14. For Gn an F -split SO2n+1 or SO2n, the sharp lower
bound partition pGn

0
for p ∈ p(π), as π runs over Acusp(Gn), is given

as follows:

(1) When Gn = SO2n+1,

pSO2n+1

0
=

{
[3e1e+1] if n = 2e;

[3e+11e] if n = 2e+ 1.

(2) When Gn = SO2n,

pSO2n

0
=

{
[3e1e] if n = 2e;

[53e−11e] if n = 2e+ 1.

We note that a sharp lower bound partition for the Fourier coeffi-
cients of all irreducible cuspidal representations of Gn(A) involves deep
arithmetic of the base field F , which is one of the main concerns in our
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investigation. Following the line of ideas in [12] and [33], we define the
following set of small partitions for the cuspidal spectrum of Gn(A):

(2.4) pGn,F
sm := min∪π∈Acusp(Gn)p

m(π),

where the minimums are taken under the dominance order of partitions.
Note that the set pGn,F

sm may not be singleton. We call a π ∈ Acusp(Gn)
small if pm(π) ∩ pGn,F

sm is not empty. Our discussion for small cuspidal
automorphic representations will resume in Section 6.

3. On Cuspidality for General Number Fields

In this section, we assume that F is a general number field. We
mainly consider the cuspidality problem for the global Arthur packets
with a family of global Arthur parameters of form:

ψ = (χ, b) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n),

where χ is Hecke character, and for 2 ≤ i ≤ r, τi is a cuspidal represen-
tation of GLai(A), b +

∑r
i=2 aibi = 2n + 1. When b is large, it is most

likely that the corresponding global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(Sp2n) contains
no cuspidal members.

Recall from Section 2.2 that by Conjecture 2.8 for Gn = Sp2n, for

any π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n), it is expected that for any partition
p ∈ pm(π), one should have

(3.1) p ≤ η(p
ψ
),

under the dominance order of partitions. We will take this as an as-
sumption for the discussion in this section.

For ψ = (χ, b)�(τ2, b2)� · · ·�(τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n), with χ a quadratic
character, the partition associated to ψ is

p
ψ

= [(b)1(b2)a2 · · · (br)ar ].

By the definition of Arthur parameters for Sp2n, b is automatically
odd. As explained in Remark 2.7, η(p

ψ
) = ((pt

ψ
)−)Sp. Assume that

b > b0 := max(b2, . . . , br), then

pt
ψ

= [(1)b] + [(a2)b2 ] + · · ·+ [(ar)
br ]

has the form [(1 +
∑r

i=2 ai)p2 · · · pb0(1)b−b0 ], and

(pt
ψ
)− = [(1 +

r∑
i=2

ai)p2 · · · pb0(1)b−b0−1].

After taking the symplectic collapse, η(p
ψ
) = ((pt

ψ
)−)Sp has the form

[q1q2 · · · qk(1)m],
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with m ≤ b− 1−
∑r

i=2 bi, and k +m = b− 1.

If there is a π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ Acusp(Sp2n), by Theorem 2.11, π has
a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition [2n]. It is clear
that b > n + 1 if and only if [2n] is either greater than or not related
to the above partition [q1q2 · · · qk(1)m]. Hence, we have the following
result.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that (3.1) holds. For

ψ = (χ, b) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n)

with χ a quadratic character, if b > n+ 1, then the intersection

Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ Acusp(Sp2n)

is empty.

Here is an example illustrating the theorem.

Example 3.2. Consider ψ = (χ, 7) � (τ, 2) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp10), where χ =
1GL1(A), and τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) with L(s, τ,∧2) having a pole at s = 1.
p
ψ

= [722] and η(p
ψ
) = [3214], which is not related to [25]. Hence, by

the assumption that (3.1) holds, there are no cuspidal members in the

global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(Sp10).

Remark 3.3. In [30, Theorem 7.2.5], Kudla and Rallis show that for
a given π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) and a quadratic character χ, the L-function
L(s, π×χ) has its right-most possible pole at s = 1 + [n

2
]. This implies

that the simple global Arthur parameter of type (χ, b) occurring in the
global Arthur parameter of π must satisfy the condition that b is at most
2[n

2
] + 1. Because b has to be odd in this case, it follows that b is at

most n + 1 if n is even, and b is at most n if n is odd. In any case,
one obtains that if b > n + 1, then the simple global Arthur parameter
of type (χ, b) can not occur in the global Arthur parameter of π for any
π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n). This matches the result in the above theorem.

Corollary 3.4. Assume that (3.1) holds. For

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n),

if the set Π̃ψ(Sp2n)∩Acusp(Sp2n) is not empty, then bi is bounded above
by 2[n

2
] + 1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , r.

We will discuss the sharpness of the upper bound 2[n
2
] + 1 in Section

5.
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4. On Cuspidality for Totally Imaginary Fields

In this section, we assume that F is a totally imaginary number field.
We show that there are more global Arthur packets that contain no cus-
pidal members in this situation. It is an interesting question to discover
the significance of such a difference depending on the arithmetic of the
ground field F .

4.1. On criteria for cuspidality. For any a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1,
define a set Ba, depending only on a, to be the subset of Zr≥1 that
consists of all r-tuples b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) with the property: There are
some self-dual τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, such that

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br)

belongs to Ψ̃2(Sp2n) for some n ≥ 1 with 2n+1 =
∑r

i=1 aibi. We define
an integer Na that depends only on a by

(4.1) Na =

{
(
∑r

i=1 ai)
2 + 2(

∑r
i=1 ai) if

∑r
i=1 aiis even;

(
∑r

i=1 ai)
2 − 1 otherwise.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that F is a totally imaginary number field.
Given an a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1 that defines the set Ba and the
integer Na as above. For any b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba, write 2n + 1 =∑r

i=1 aibi. If the condition

2n = (
r∑
i=1

aibi)− 1 > Na

holds, then for any global Arthur parameter ψ of the form

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n),

with τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, the set Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n)
contains no cuspidal members.

Proof. By assumption, ψ = �r
i=1(τi, bi) belongs to Ψ̃2(Sp2n). Recall

that p
ψ

= [(b1)a1(b2)a2 · · · (br)ar ] is the partition of 2n + 1 attached to

ψ. By Remark 2.7, η(p
ψ
) = ((pt

ψ
)−)Sp. Then Barbasch-Vogan dual

η(p
ψ
) has the following form

(4.2) [(
r∑
i=1

ai)p2 · · · ps]Sp,

where
∑r

i=1 ai ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ ps. After taking the symplectic collapse
of the partition in (4.2), one obtains that η(p

ψ
) must be one of the

following three possible forms:
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(1) It equals [(
∑r

i=1 ai)p2 · · · ps], where
∑r

i=1 ai is even and

r∑
i=1

ai ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ ps.

(2) It equals [(
∑r

i=1 ai)p2 · · · ps], where
∑r

i=1 ai is odd and

r∑
i=1

ai ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ ps.

(3) It equals [((
∑r

i=1 ai)− 1)p2 · · · ps], where (
∑r

i=1 ai) is odd and

(
r∑
i=1

ai)− 1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ ps.

Assume that π belongs to Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ Acusp(Sp2n). By Theorem 2.2,
one may assume that

p
π

= [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nk)sk ] ∈ pm(π)

with n1 > n2 > · · · > nk ≥ 1 and with the property that 1 ≤ si ≤ 4
holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Case 1: By Theorem 2.9, we have 2n1 ≤
∑r

i=1 ai. It follows that

2n =
k∑
i=1

2nisi

≤ 4(2 + 4 + 6 + · · ·+
r∑
i=1

ai)

= (
r∑
i=1

ai)
2 + 2(

r∑
i=1

ai) = Na.

Cases 2 and 3: By Theorem 2.9, we have 2n1 ≤ (
∑r

i=1 ai) − 1. It
follows that

2n =
k∑
i=1

2nisi

≤ 4(2 + 4 + 6 + · · ·+ (
r∑
i=1

ai)− 1)

= (
r∑
i=1

ai)
2 − 1 = Na.
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Now it is easy to check that for any r-tuple b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba,

if 2n = (
∑r

i=1 aibi)− 1 > Na, then the global Arthur packets Π̃ψ(Sp2n)
associated to any global Arthur parameters of the form

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br)

contain no cuspidal members. This completes the proof of the theorem.
�

Note that in Theorem 4.1, for a given a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1,
the integer n defining the group Sp2n depends on the choice of b =
(b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba. We may reformulate the result for a given group
Sp2n as follows.

For any r-tuple a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1, define B2n
a to be the

subset of Zr≥1, consisting of r-tuples b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) such that

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n)

for some self-dual τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) with 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Note that this set
B2n
a could be empty in this formulation. The integer Na is defined to

be the same as in (4.1). Theorem 4.1 can be reformulated as follows.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that F is a totally imaginary number field and
that a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1 has a non-empty B2n

a . If 2n > Na, then
for any global Arthur parameter ψ of the form

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n),

with τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, and b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ B2n
a ,

the set Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n) contains no cuspidal members.

On the one hand, the integer Na is not hard to calculate. This makes
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 easy to use. On the other hand, the integer Na

depends only on a, and hence may not carry enough information for
some applications. Next, we try to improve the above bound Na, by

defining a new bound N
(1)
a,b , depending on both a and b.

For a partition p = [p1p2 · · · pk], set |p| =
∑k

i=1 pi. Given a =
(a1, a2, . . . , ar) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba as above, let

2n+ 1 =
r∑
i=1

aibi.

Then the new bound N
(1)
a,b is defined to be maximal value of |p| for all

symplectic partitions p, which may not be a partition of 2n, satisfying
the following conditions:
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(1) p ≤ η(p
ψ
) under the lexicographical order of partitions as in

Definition 2.3, and
(2) p has the form [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nk)sk ] with 2n1 > 2n2 >
· · · > 2nk and 1 ≤ si ≤ 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Note that the integer N
(1)
a,b depends on b through Condition (1) above.

For this new bound, we have the following result.

Theorem 4.3. Assume that F is a totally imaginary number field.
Given an a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1 that defines the set Ba. For any

b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba, if 2n = (
∑r

i=1 aibi) − 1 > N
(1)
a,b , then for any

global Arthur parameter ψ of the form

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n),

with τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, the set Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n)
contains no cuspidal members.

Proof. Assume that there is a π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n)∩Acusp(Sp2n). By Theorem
2.9, for any p ∈ pm(π), which is a partition of 2n, we must have that
p ≤ η(p

ψ
) under the lexicographical order of partitions. In particular,

the even partition p
π
∈ pm(π), constructed in [8], enjoys this property.

On the other hand, since F is totally imaginary, by Theorem 2.2, p
π

has the form [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nk)sk ] with 2n1 > 2n2 > · · · > 2nk
and si ≤ 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Hence, p

π
satisfies the above two conditions

defining the bound N
(1)
a,b . It follows that N

(1)
a,b ≥ 2n = |p

π
|. This

contradicts the assumption that 2n > N
(1)
a,b . �

If we assume that Part (1) of Conjecture 2.8 holds, namely, η(p
ψ
) is

greater than or equal to any p ∈ pm(π), under the dominance order of

partitions, for all π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n)∩A2(Sp2n), we may replace the bound

N
(1)
a,b by an even better bound N

(2)
a,b as follows.

Given an a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈ Zr≥1 that defines the set Ba. For any
b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba that defines the integer n with

2n+ 1 =
r∑
i=1

aibi,

the new bound N
(2)
a,b is defined to be the maximal value of |p| for all

symplectic partitions p, which may not be a partition of 2n, satisfying
the following conditions:

(1) p ≤ η(p
ψ
) under the dominance order of partitions, as in Defi-

nition 2.3, and
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(2) p has the form [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nk)sk ] with 2n1 > 2n2 >
· · · > 2nk and 1 ≤ si ≤ 4 holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

It is clear that the integer N
(2)
a,b depends on b through Condition (1)

above. By assuming Part (1) of Conjecture 2.8, we can prove the
following with this new bound.

Theorem 4.4. Assume that F is a totally imaginary number field, and
that Part (1) of Conjecture 2.8 is true. Given an a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) ∈
Zr≥1 that defines the set Ba. For any b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba, if 2n =

(
∑r

i=1 aibi) − 1 > N
(2)
a,b , then for any global Arthur parameter ψ of the

form

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp2n),

with τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, the set Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n)
contains no cuspidal members.

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.3, with Theorem 2.9
replaced by Part (1) of Conjecture 2.8, and the lexicographical order
of partitions replaced by the dominance order of partitions. �

First, it is clear that Na ≥ N
(1)
a,b ≥ N

(2)
a,b . We expect that the bound

N
(2)
a,b is sharp. Namely, for any b = (b1, b2, . . . , br) ∈ Ba with

∑r
i=1 aibi =

N
(2)
a,b +1, we expect that any global packet Π̃ψ(Sp

N
(2)
a,b

) associated to any

global Arthur parameter ψ of the form

ψ = (τ1, b1) � (τ2, b2) � · · ·� (τr, br) ∈ Ψ̃2(Sp
N

(2)
a,b

),

with τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, contains a cuspidal mem-
ber. An interesting problem is to figure out the explicit formula of the

bounds N
(1)
a,b and N

(2)
a,b as functions of a and b. Secondly, one may eas-

ily write down the corresponding analogues of Theorem 4.2 for bounds

N
(1)
a,b and N

(2)
a,b , we omit them here. Finally, we give examples to indicate

that Na > N
(1)
a,b > N

(2)
a,b .

Consider ψ = (τ1, 1) � (τ2, 8), where τ1 ∈ Acusp(GL5) of orthogonal
type, and τ2 ∈ Acusp(GL2) of symplectic type. By Remark 2.7,

η(p
ψ
) = (([1582]t)−)Sp = [7261]Sp = [627].

In this case, one has that Na = (5 + 2)2 − 1 = 48. On the other hand,

one has that N
(1)
a,b = 24 and N

(2)
a,b = 16.

In fact, [4424] is the only partition p that gives maximal |p|, and
satisfies the conditions: p ≤ η(p

ψ
) under the lexicographical order of
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partitions, and p has the form [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nk)sk ] with 2n1 >

2n2 > · · · 2nk and 1 ≤ si ≤ 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This shows that N
(1)
a,b = 24.

Also, [4224] is the only partition p that gives maximal |p|, and satisfies
the conditions: p ≤ η(p

ψ
) under the dominance order of partitions, and

p has the form [(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nk)sk ] with 2n1 > 2n2 > · · · 2nk and

1 ≤ si ≤ 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This shows that N
(2)
a,b = 16.

Note that the bound N
(1)
a,b uses Theorem 2.9, while the bound N

(2)
a,b

needs the assumption that Part (1) of Conjecture 2.8 holds.

4.2. Examples. We give examples of Arthur parameters ψ such that

Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n) contains no cuspidal members.
Example 1: Let τ ∈ Acusp(GL2l) be such that L(s, τ,∧2) has a pole

at s = 1. Consider the Arthur parameter ψ = (τ, 2m)� (1GL1(A), 1). In
this case, we have that a = (2l, 1) and b = (2m, 1). Since a1+a2 = 2l+1
is odd, we have that

Na = (a1 + a2)2 − 1 = (2l + 1)2 − 1.

If m > l + 1, then we have

4ml = a1b1 + a2b2 − 1 = 2l(2m) + 1− 1 > (2l + 1)2 − 1 = Na,

and hence, by Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 4.2, Π̃ψ(Sp4ml) ∩ A2(Sp4ml)
contains no cuspidal members.

But, if in addition, L(1
2
, τ) 6= 0, we can construct a residual repre-

sentation in Π̃ψ(Sp4ml) ∩ A2(Sp4ml) as follows. Let P2ml = M2mlN2ml

be the parabolic subgroup of Sp4ml with Levi subgroup M2ml
∼= GL×m2l .

For any
φ ∈ A(N2ml(A)M2ml(F )\Sp4ml(A))∆(τ,m),

following [31] and [40, Chapter VI], a residual Eisenstein series can be
defined by

E(φ, s)(g) =
∑

γ∈P2ml(F )\Sp4ml(F )

λsφ(γg).

It converges absolutely for real part of s large and has meromorphic
continuation to the whole complex plane C. Since L(1

2
, τ) 6= 0, by [25],

this Eisenstein series has a simple pole at m
2

, which is the right-most
one. Denote the representation generated by these residues at s = m

2

by E∆(τ,m), which is square-integrable. By [25, Section 6.2], E∆(τ,m)

has the global Arthur parameter ψ = (τ, 2m) � (1GL1(A), 1), and hence

belongs to Π̃ψ(Sp4ml) ∩ A2(Sp4ml).
Example 2: Consider a family of Arthur parameters of symplectic

groups of the form ψ = (1GL1(A), b1) � (τ, b2), where b1 ≥ 1 is odd,
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τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) is of symplectic type and b2 ≥ 1 is even. By definition,
p
ψ

= [b1b
2
2], and

η(p
ψ
) = ((p−

ψ
)Sp)t = ((pt

ψ
)−)Sp = (([1b1 ] + [2b2 ])−)Sp.

It is clear that the biggest part occurring in the partition η(p
ψ
) is at

most 3. Note that 2n = a1b1 + a2b2 − 1 = b1 + 2b2 − 1.
Assume that π belongs to Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ Acusp(Sp2n) with the above

given global Arthur parameter ψ. By Theorem 2.9, for any p ∈ pm(π),
its biggest part is less than or equal to 3. On the other hand, the
partition p

π
∈ pm(π) constructed in [8] is even. Hence, p

π
= {[2n]}.

Since F is totally imaginary, by Theorem 2.2, we must have that n ≤ 4.

Hence, one can see that Na = N
(1)
a,b = N

(2)
a,b = 8, where a = {1, 2},

b = {b1, b2}. It follows from Theorems 4.1–4.4 that Π̃ψ(Sp2n)∩A2(Sp2n)
contains no cuspidal members except possibly the following cases (see
Figure 1 below)

(b1, b2) = (1, 2), (1, 4), (3, 2), (5, 2).

In particular, the global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(Sp2n) contains no cuspidal
members if n ≥ 5.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

b1

b2

+ + ++ + + +

+

+

+

+

+

+

∗ ∗ ∗

∗

Figure 1. The *’s indicate that the Arthur packets may
possibly contain cuspidal members.
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As we mentioned before, for generic global Arthur parameters φ ∈
Φ̃2(G), one must have

Π̃φ(G) ∩ A2(G) ⊂ Acusp(G).

In [37] and [38], Mœglin considers the problem of which non-generic
global Arthur packets contains non-cuspidal members, i.e. the square-
integrable residual representations of G(A). She gives a conjecture
on necessary and sufficient conditions for this problem and proves the
conjecture when the square-integral representations have cohomology
at infinity. Moreover, in [37, Section 4.6], Mœglin predicts that her con-
jecture implies that for a given global Arthur parameter ψ = �r

i=1(τi, bi)
of a symplectic group Sp2n, where τi ∈ Acusp(GLai) is self-dual, if there
exist 1 ≤ j1 ≤ r such that bj1 ≥ aj1 + aj2 + bj2 , for any 1 ≤ j2 6= j1 ≤ r,

then Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n) contains no cuspidal members. Comparing
to our discussions and examples above, one may easily find that Exam-

ple 1 gives examples that Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩ A2(Sp2n) contains no cuspidal
members, which matches her prediction. But, our Example 2 con-

tains many more cases that Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩A2(Sp2n) contains no cuspidal
members, which can not be determined by the condition suggested by
Mœglin. We remark that Example 2 also includes cases that can not
be decided by the discussion in Section 3. One of such cases is that
given by (b1, b2) = (5, 6).

5. On the generalized Ramanujan problem

The generalized Ramanujan problem as proposed by P. Sarnak in
[43, Section 2] is to understand the behavior of the local components
of irreducible cuspidal automorphic representations of G(A) for general
reductive algebraic group G defined over a number field F . The gener-
alized Ramanujan conjecture asserts that all local components of irre-
ducible generic cuspidal representations are tempered. When the group
G is not a general linear group, an irreducible cuspidal automorphic
representation π of G(A) may have non-tempered local components.
Examples are those cuspidal members in a global Arthur packet with a
non-generic global Arthur parameters. Hence it is important also from
this prospective to determine which non-generic global Arthur packets
have no cuspidal members.

More precisely, the endoscopic classification of Arthur provides cer-
tain bounds for the exponents of the unramified local components of
the irreducible automorphic representations occurring in the discrete
spectrum. It is clear that if one is able to determine which non-generic
global packets have no cuspidal members, the bounds of the exponents
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of the unramified local components of the cuspidal spectrum would be
much improved, which definitely helps us to the understanding of the
generalized Ramanujan problem.

In this section, we take a preliminary step to understand the bounds
of exponents of the unramified local components of the cuspidal spec-
trum of Sp2n based on the results obtained in Section 4.

For π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n), we write each of its unramified components πv
as the unique unramified subquotient of the induced representation

Ind
Sp2n(Fv)
B(Fv) χ1|·|α1 ⊗ χ2|·|α2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ χn|·|αn ,

where B is the standard Borel subgroup of Sp2n, with the property that
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, χi are unitary unramified characters of F ∗v . For θ ∈ R≥0,
we say that π satisfies R(θ) if 0 ≤ αi ≤ θ holds for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

By the discussion in Remark 3.3, if there is a simple global Arthur
parameter (χ, b) occurring as a formal summand in the global Arthur
parameter ψ of π, where χ is a quadratic automorphic character of
GL1(A), one must have that b ≤ n + 1 if n is even, and that b ≤
n if n is odd. In order to find an upper bound θ such that every
π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) satisfies R(θ), one only needs to consider simple global
Arthur parameters (τ, b) that may occur in the global Arthur parameter
ψ of π, where τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) is self-dual.

First, assume that n is even. Consider a global Arthur parameter of
Sp2n(A), ψ = (1GL1(A), 1) � (τ, n), with τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) of symplectic
type. By using the bound of Kim-Sarnak ([29]) and Blomer-Brumley
([4]) towards the Ramanujan conjecture for GL2, which is R( 7

64
), one

may easily show that any π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) ∩ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) satisfies R( 7
64

+
n−1

2
). By the result of Kudla and Rallis ([30]), for any π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n)∩

Π̃ψ(Sp2n) (with n even), if a simple global Arthur parameter (χ, b)
occurs in the global Arthur parameter ψ of π, one must have that b is
at most n + 1, and hence satisfies R(n

2
). Note that 7

64
+ n−1

2
< n

2
. It

follows that n
2

is a possible upper bound for all π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n). On
the other hand, Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis ([42]) construct a cuspidal

member π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) (with n even) that has the simple global Arthur
parameter (χ, n + 1) occurring in the ψ. Therefore, we obtain that n

2

is the sharp upper bound for all π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) when n is even. We
state the conclusion of the above discussion as

Proposition 5.1. Let F be a number field. When n is an even integer,
all π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) satisfy R(n

2
), and the bound n

2
is achieved by the

π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) constructed by Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis in [42].
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Next, assume that n is odd. Consider a global Arthur parameter
of Sp2n(A), ψ = (ωτ , 1) � (τ, n), with τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) of orthogonal
type and ωτ the central character of τ . By the same reason, one has

that all π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n)∩ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) satisfy R( 7
64

+ n−1
2

). Again by [30],

for any π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) ∩ Π̃ψ(Sp2n) (with n odd), if a simple global
Arthur parameter (χ, b) occurs in the global Arthur parameter ψ of π,
one must have that b is at most n, and hence satisfies R(n−1

2
). Because

n−1
2
< 7

64
+ n−1

2
, we obtain that 7

64
+ n−1

2
is a possible upper bound for

any π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n).
However, by Theorem 4.1, if we assume that F is totally imagi-

nary and n ≥ 5, then for the Arthur parameters ψ = (ωτ , 1) � (τ, n)

given above, there does not exist any cuspidal member in Π̃ψ(Sp2n) ∩
A2(Sp2n). Hence, we obtain the following conclusion.

Proposition 5.2. Assume that F is totally imaginary and n ≥ 5 is
odd. Any π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n) satisfies R(n−1

2
).

We may expect that a simple global Arthur parameter (τ, n − 1)
with n odd and τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) of symplectic type could have cuspidal

members in the global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(Sp2n), although we do not
know how to construct them for the moment. However, in that case
the bound is 7

64
+ n−2

2
, which is less than n−1

2
. Also, for τ ∈ Acusp(GLa)

(self-dual) with a ≥ 3, the simple global Arthur parameters of type
(τ, b) produce naturally a better bound than that obtained above, and
hence are omitted for further consideration.

It is a very interesting problem to determine the sharp upper bound
θ for the cuspidal spectrum of Sp2n(A) when n is odd. This would
involve a generalization or extension of the constructions by Piatetski-
Shapiro and Rallis ([42]) and by Ikeda ([14] and [15]). We will get back
to this issue in our future work.

6. Small Cuspidal Automorphic Representations

In this section, we discuss some criteria on the smallness of cuspidal
automorphic representations of Sp2n(A) and give examples of small
cuspidal automorphic representations, in addition to these constructed
by Ikeda in [14]. From now on, we assume that F is a number field.

6.1. Characterization of small cuspidal representations. The
characterization of small cuspidal automorphic representations will be
given in terms of a vanishing condition on Fourier coefficients related to
the automorphic descent method ([10]), and also in terms of the notion
of hypercuspidality in the sense of Piatetski-Shapiro ([41]). Also, our
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discussions cover the case of symplectic group Sp2n(A) and the case of

the metaplectic double cover S̃p2n(A) of Sp2n(A) together.

Theorem 6.1. Assume that π is an irreducible cuspidal automorphic

representation of Sp2n(A) or S̃p2n(A). Then pm(π) = {[2n]} if and
only if π has no nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to the partition
[412n−4].

Proof. First, assume that pm(π) = {[2n]}. Since the partition [412n−4]
is either greater than or not related to the partition [2n], by definition
of pm(π), π has no nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to the partition
[412n−4].

Next, assume that π has no nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to
the partition [412n−4]. By Lemma 6.3 below, π has no nonzero Fourier
coefficients attached to the partition [(2k)12n−2k], for any 2 ≤ k ≤ n.
Assume that p = [p1p2 · · · ps] ∈ pm(π), with p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ ps. If p1

is odd, then one must have that p1 ≥ 3. By [18, Lemma 3.3], π has
a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition [(p1)212n−2p1 ].
Then [8, Lemma 2.4] shows that π must have a nonzero Fourier coef-
ficient attached to the partition [(2r)12n−2r] for some 2r > 2p1 ≥ 6,
which contradicts the assumption of the theorem. Now, if p1 is even,
then by [8, Lemma 2.6] or [18, Lemma 3.1], π has a nonzero Fourier
coefficient attached to the partition [(p1)12n−p1 ]. By the assumption
of the theorem, we must have that p1 = 2. Hence we obtain that
2 = p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ ps, which implies that p ≤ [2n]. On the other
hand, by Theorem 2.11, the cuspidal π must have a nonzero Fourier co-
efficient attached to the partition [2n]. It follows that for any p ∈ pm(π),
the case that p < [2n] can not happen. Therefore, we conclude that
p = [2n], and hence pm(π) = {[2n]}. This completes the proof of the
theorem. �

Let T be the subgroup of Sp2n consists of all diagonal elements.
Given t = diag(t1, . . . , tn, t

−1
n , . . . , t−1

1 ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ei be the
character defined by ei(t) = ti. Let α = 2e1, the highest positive
root of Sp2n, and let Xα be the corresponding one-dimensional root
subgroup. Recall from [41, Section 6] that an automorphic function ϕ
is called hypercuspidal if∫

Xα(F )\Xα(A)

ϕ(xg)dx ≡ 0.

It is clear that any hypercuspidal function is automatically cuspidal.

An automorpic representation π of Sp2n(A) or S̃p2n(A) is called hyper-
cuspidal if every ϕ ∈ π is hypercuspidal.
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For 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, let Pi = MiNi be the parabolic subgroup of Sp2n

with Levi subgroup M ∼= GLi1 × Sp2n−2i. Define a character of Ni by

ψi(n) = ψ(
∑i

j=1 nj,j+1). Let π be an automorphic representation of

Sp2n(A) or S̃p2n(A). For any ϕ ∈ π, let

Fi(ϕ)(g) =

∫
Ni(F )\Ni(A)

ϕ(ng)ψ−1
i (n)dn.

Lemma 6.2. Let π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of Sp2n(A)

or S̃p2n(A). For any ϕ ∈ π, Fi(ϕ) is a linear combination of Fi+1(ϕ)
and Fourier coefficients attached to the partition [(2i+ 2)12n−2i−2].

Proof. Let α be the root 2ei+1 and let Xα be the corresponding one-
dimensional root subgroup. Since Xα normalizes Ni and preserves
the character ψi, one can take the Fourier expansion of Fi(ϕ) along
Xα(F )\Xα(A). The non-constant terms give us exactly Fourier coef-
ficients attached to the partition [(2i + 2)12n−2i−2]. Now consider the
constant term, that is

∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

Fi(ϕ)(xg)dx.

For i + 2 ≤ j ≤ n, let αj be the root ei+1 − ej, and for n + 1 ≤
j ≤ 2n − i − 1, let αj be the root ei+1 + e2n+1−j. For i + 2 ≤ j ≤
2n−i−1, let Xαj be the corresponding one-dimensional root subgroup.

Let X =
∏2n−i−1

j=i+2 Xαj . Then, one can see that X normalizes NiXα

and preserves the character ψi. Here ψi is extended trivially to NiXα.
Hence, one can take the Fourier expansion of

∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

Fi(ϕ)(xg)dx

along X(F )\X(A), and obtain that∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

Fi(ϕ)(xg)dx

=
∑

ξ∈X(F )

∫
X(F )\X(A)

∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

Fi(ϕ)(xx′g)ψ−1
ξ (x′)dxdx′.

Note that the constant term corresponding to ξ = 0 is identically
zero, since ϕ ∈ π is cuspidal. Also note that Sp2n−2i−2(F ) acts on
X(F )\{0} transitively, and one can take a representative ξ0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Denote the stabilizer of ξ0 in Sp2n−2i−2(F ) by H(F ), which is a Ja-
cobi group H2n−2i−4(F ) o Sp2n−2i−4(F ). Embed Sp2n−2i−2 into Sp2n

via g →

Ii+1 0 0
0 g 0
0 0 Ii+1

, and identify it with its image under this
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embedding. Then the above Fourier expansion can be rewritten as∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

Fi(ϕ)(xg)dx

=
∑

γ∈H(F )\Sp2n−2i−2(F )

∫
X(F )\X(A)

∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

Fi(ϕ)(xx′γg)ψ−1
ξ0

(x′)dxdx′,

which is exactly
∑

γ∈H(F )\Sp2n−2i−2(F )Fi+1(ϕ)(γg). Therefore, Fi(ϕ) is a

linear combination of Fi+1(ϕ) and Fourier coefficients attached to the
partition [(2i+2)12n−2i−2]. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

Next, we recall a lemma as follows.

Lemma 6.3 (Key Lemma 3.3, [9]). Let π be any automorphic repre-

sentation of G(A) = Sp2n(A) or S̃p2n(A). If π has no nonzero Fourier
coefficients attached to the partition [(2k)12n−2k], then π has no nonzero
Fourier coefficients attached to the partition [(2k + 2)12n−2k−2].

Theorem 6.4. For an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation

π of Sp2n(A) or S̃p2n(A), pm(π) = {[2n]} if and only if π is hypercus-
pidal.

Proof. By Theorem 6.1, we just need to show that π is hypercuspidal
if and only if π has no nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to the
partition [412n−4]. First, it is clear that if π is hypercuspidal, then
π has no nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to partition [412n−4],
since Xα for the longest root α, is the center of the standard maximal
unipotent subgroup of Sp2n. Now assume that π has no nonzero Fourier
coefficients attached to the partition [412n−4]. By Lemma 6.3, π has no
nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to the partition [(2k)12n−2k], for
any 2 ≤ k ≤ n.

Let Y be the unipotent subgroup of Sp2n consisting of elements

y =

1 x ∗
0 I2n−2 x∗

0 0 1

, where x ∈ Mat1×(2n−2). It is clear that Y nor-

malizes Xα. Hence, f(g) :=
∫
Xα(F )\Xα(A)

φ(xg)dx can be viewed as an

automorphic function over Y (F )\Y (A). After taking Fourier expansion
along Y (F )\Y (A),

(6.1) f(g) =
∑

ξ∈F 2n−2\{0}

∫
Y (F )\Y (A)

f(yg)ψ−1
ξ (y)dy,

since π is a cuspidal.
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Note that the action of Sp2n−2(F ) on F 2n−2\{0} via conjugation is
transitive. Take a representative ξ0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Then its stabi-
lizer in Sp2n−2(F ) is a subgroup (denoted by H) consisting of elements1 x y

0 g′ x∗

0 0 1

, where x ∈ Mat1×2n−4, y ∈ F , g′ ∈ Sp2n−4. Embed

Sp2n−2 into Sp2n via the map g →

1 0 0
0 g 0
0 0 1

, and identify Sp2n−2

with its image under this embedding. Then, after changing of vari-
ables, the Fourier expansion in (6.1) can be rewritten as

(6.2) f(g) =
∑

γ∈H\Sp2n−2(F )

∫
Y (F )\Y (A)

f(yγg)ψ−1
ξ0

(y)dy,

which is exactly
∑

γ∈H\Sp2n−2(F )F1(f)(γg). Hence, to show that f is

identically zero, it is enough to show that F1(f) is identically zero.
Applying Lemma 6.2 repeatedly, F1(f) is a linear combination of

Fourier coefficients attached to the partitions [(2k)12n−2k], 2 ≤ k ≤ n,
which are all identically zero, by the above discussion. Therefore, f is
identically zero, i.e., π is hypercuspidal.

This completes the proof of the theorem. �

Combining Theorems 6.1, 6.4 with Theorem 2.2, we have the follow-
ing corollary.

Theorem 6.5. Assume that F is a totally imaginary number field and

n ≥ 5. Then Sp2n(A) and S̃p2n(A) have no cuspidal automorphic repre-
sentations having nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to the partition
[414n−4], and equivalently, have no nonzero hypercuspidal representa-
tions.

Proof. Assume that Sp2n(A) and S̃p2n(A) has a nonzero cuspidal rep-
resentation π that has nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to the par-
tition [414n−4], which is equivalent to saying that π is hypercuspidal.
Then, by Theorems 6.1, 6.4, pm(π) = {[2n]}. In particular, the even
partition p

π
constructed in [8] is exactly [2n]. On the other hand, since

F is totally imaginary, by Theorem 2.2, p
π

can not be [2n] because
n ≥ 5. This contradiction proves the theorem. �

6.2. Examples of small cuspidal representations. In this section,
we assume that F is not a totally imaginary number field if n ≥ 5. In
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order to provide examples of global Arthur packets of Sp2n whose cus-
pidal automorphic members π have the property that pm(π) = {[2n]},
we discuss specific congruence classes of n modulo 2 and modulo 3.

Case of n = 2e.

Proposition 6.6. Any π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp4e) ∩ Acusp(Sp4e) with

ψ = (τ, 2i) � (1GL1(A), 4e− 4i+ 1), e ≤ 2i ≤ 2e,

and τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) of symplectic type, has the property that pm(π) =
{[22e]}, and hence is small.

Proof. For ψ = (τ, 2i) � (1GL1(A), 4e − 4i + 1), with e ≤ 2i ≤ 2e, we
must have that p

ψ
= [(2i)2(4e− 4i + 1)] and η(p

ψ
) has largest part at

most 3. Any π ∈ Acusp(Sp4e)∩Π̃ψ(Sp4e), by Theorem 2.9, any partition
p ∈ pm(π) satisfies the property that p ≤ p

ψ
under the lexicographical

order of partitions. Hence, any partition p = [p1p2 · · · pr] ∈ pm(π) has
largest part p1 ≤ 3.

If p1 = 3, then by [18, Lemma 3.3], π has a nonzero Fourier co-
efficient attached to the partition [(p1)214e−2p1 ]. Furthermore, by [8,
Lemma 2.4], π has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the par-
tition [(2r)14e−2r] for some 2r > p1 = 3, which contradicts Theorem
2.9. Hence we have that p1 = 2 and p ≤ [22e] under the dominance
order of partitions. In this case, by Theorem 2.11, π is non-singular.
It follows again that any p ∈ pm(π) satisfies the property that p ≥ [22e]
under the dominance order of partitions. Therefore, we must have that
pm(π) = {[22e]}. �

Note that if 2i < e, then 4e − 4i + 1 > 2e + 1. By Remark 3.3,

the global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(Sp4e) corresponding to the global Arthur
parameter

ψ = (τ, 2i) � (1GL1(A), 4e− 4i+ 1)

contains no cuspidal automorphic representations.
In the case of 2i = 2e, ψ = (τ, 2e)�(1GL1(A), 1), where τ ∈ Acusp(GL2)

is of symplectic type. If in addition L(1
2
, τ) 6= 0, then we can construct

a residual representation in Π̃ψ(Sp4e) ∩ A2(Sp4e) as follows.
Let ∆(τ, e) be a Speh residual representation in the discrete spectrum

of GL2e(A). For more information about the Speh residual represen-
tations, we refer to [39], or [25, Section 1.2]. Let Pr = MrNr be the
maximal parabolic subgroup of Sp2l with Levi subgroup Mr isomorphic

to GLr × Sp2l−2r. Using the normalization in [44], the group X
Sp2l
Mr

of
all continuous homomorphisms from Mr(A) to C×, which is trivial on
Mr(A)1 (see [40]), will be identified with C by s→ λs.
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For any φ ∈ A(N2e(A)M2e(F )\Sp4e(A))∆(τ,e), following [31] and [40,
Chapter VI], a residual Eisenstein series can be defined by

E(φ, s)(g) =
∑

γ∈P2e(F )\Sp4e(F )

λsφ(γg).

It converges absolutely for real part of s large and has meromorphic
continuation to the whole complex plane C. Since L(1

2
, τ) 6= 0, by [25],

this Eisenstein series has a simple pole at e
2
, which is the right-most one.

Denote by E∆(τ,e) the representation generated by these residues at s =
e
2
. This residual representation is square-integrable. By [25, Section

6.2], the global Arthur parameter of E∆(τ,e) is ψ = (τ, 2e)� (1GL1(A), 1).

Hence E∆(τ,e) ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp4e) ∩ A2(Sp4e).
By [34, Theorem 1.3], pm(E∆(τ,e)) = {[22e]}. For ψ above, p

ψ
=

[(2e)21] and η(p
ψ
) = [22e]. Hence, as mentioned in [34], combining

with Theorem 2.9, all parts of Conjecture 2.8 have been proved for the
Arthur parameter ψ = (τ, 2e) � (1GL1(A), 1) above.

Case of n = 2e+ 1.

Proposition 6.7. Any π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp4e+2) ∩ Acusp(Sp4e+2) with ψ =
(τ, 2i + 1) � (ωτ , 4e − 4i + 1), e ≤ 2i ≤ 2e, and τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) of
orthogonal type, has the property that pm(π) = {[22e+1]}, and hence is
small.

The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 6.6,
and is omitted here. Note that if 2i < e, then 4e − 4i + 1 > 2e + 1.

By Remark 3.3, the global Arthur packet Π̃ψ(Sp4e+2) associated to the
global Arthur parameter

ψ = (τ, 2i+ 1) � (1GL1(A), 4e− 4i+ 1)

contains no cuspidal automorphic representations.
In the case of 2i = 2e, we can also construct a residual representation

in Π̃ψ(Sp4e+2) ∩ A2(Sp4e+2) as follows.
Since τ ∈ Acusp(GL2) is of orthogonal type, by the theory of au-

tomorphic descent of Ginzburg, Rallis and Soudry, there is a cuspidal
representation π′ of SOα

2 (A) which is anisotropic with discriminant −α,
such that π′ lifts to τ by automorphic induction. Assume that there is
an irreducible generic cuspidal representation π of Sp2(A) correspond-
ing to π′ under the theta correspondence. Then the global Langlands
functorial transfer from Sp2 to GL3 takes π to τ � 1.
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For any φ ∈ A(N2e(A)M2e(F )\Sp4e+2(A))∆(τ,e)⊗π, a residual Eisen-
stein series can be defined as before by

E(φ, s)(g) =
∑

γ∈P2e(F )\Sp4e+2(F )

λsφ(γg).

It converges absolutely for real part of s large and has meromorphic
continuation to the whole complex plane C. By [25], this Eisenstein
series has a simple pole at e+1

2
, which is the right-most one. Denote

by E∆(τ,e)⊗π the representation generated by these residues at s = e+1
2

.
This residual representation is square-integrable. By [25, Section 6.2],
the global Arthur parameter of E∆(τ,e)⊗π is ψ = (τ, 2e + 1) � (ωτ , 1).

Hence E∆(τ,e)⊗π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp4e+2) ∩ A2(Sp4e+2).
By [19, Theorem 2.1], pm(E∆(τ,e)⊗π) = {[22e+1]}. For ψ = (τ, 2e+1)�

(ωτ , 1) above, p
ψ

= [(2e+ 1)21] and η(p
ψ
) = [22e+1]. Hence, combining

with Theorem 2.9, all parts of Conjecture 2.8 have been proved for the
Arthur parameter ψ = (τ, 2e+ 1) � (ωτ , 1) above.

Case n = 3e+ 1.

Proposition 6.8. Any π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp6e+2) ∩ Acusp(Sp6e+2) with ψ =
(τ, 2e + 1), and τ ∈ Acusp(GL3) of orthogonal type and with trivial
central character, has the property that pm(π) = {[23e+1]}, and hence
is small.

Proof. For ψ = (τ, 2e + 1), we must have that p
ψ

= [(2e + 1)3] and

η(p
ψ
) = [32e2]. Take any π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp6e+2)∩Acusp(Sp6e+2). By Theorem

2.9, for any p = [p1p2 · · · pr] ∈ pm(π), we have that p ≤ [32e2] under the
lexicographical order of partitions. It follows that

3 ≥ p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pr.

If p1 = 3, then by [18, Lemma 3.3], π has a nonzero Fourier coefficient
attached to the partition [(p1)216e+2−2p1 ]. Then, by [8, Lemma 2.4], π
has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition [(2r)16e+2−2r]
for some 2r > p1 = 3, which contradicts Theorem 2.9. Hence p1 = 2,
and p ≤ [23e+1] under the dominance order of partitions. On the other
hand, by Theorem 2.11, π is non-singular. Hence, any p ∈ pm(π) also

satisfies the property that p ≥ [23e+1] under the dominance order of

partitions. Therefore, we have proved that pm(π) = {[23e+1]}.
This completes the proof of the proposition. �

We can also construct a residual representation in Π̃ψ(Sp6e+2) ∩
A2(Sp6e+2) as follows. Since τ ∈ Acusp(GL3) has trivial central charac-
ter, and L(s, τ, Sym2) has a pole at s = 1, by the theory of automorphic
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descent ([10]), there is an irreducible generic cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentation π of Sp2(A) that lifts to τ .

For any φ ∈ A(N3e(A)M3e(F )\Sp6e+2(A))∆(τ,e)⊗π, a residual Eisen-
stein series can also be defined by

E(φ, s)(g) =
∑

γ∈P3e(F )\Sp6e+2(F )

λsφ(γg).

It converges absolutely for real part of s large and has meromorphic
continuation to the whole complex plane C. By [25], this Eisenstein
series has a simple pole at e+1

2
, which is the right-most one. Denote

by E∆(τ,e)⊗π the representation generated by these residues at s = e+1
2

.
This residual representation is square-integrable. By [25, Section 6.2],
the global Arthur parameter of E∆(τ,e)⊗π is ψ = (τ, 2e + 1). Hence

E∆(τ,e)⊗π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp6e+2) ∩ A2(Sp6e+2).
For ψ = (τ, 2e + 1) as above, p

ψ
= [(2e + 1)3], and η(p

ψ
) = [32e2].

Hence, by Theorem 2.9, for any π ∈ Π̃ψ(Sp6e+2)∩Acusp(Sp6e+2), we have
that for any p = [p1p2 · · · pr] ∈ pm(π), p ≤ [32e2] under the lexicograph-

ical order of partitions, and hence, p ≤ [32e2] under the dominance or-

der of partitions also. By [19, Theorem 2.1], pm(E∆(τ,e)⊗π) = {[32e2]}.
Therefore, all parts of Conjecture 2.8 have been proved for the global
Arthur parameter ψ = (τ, 2e+ 1) as above.

6.3. Small cuspidal representations over totally imaginary num-
ber fields. In this section, let F be a totally imaginary number field.
Assume that pm(π) is a singleton. Then pm(π) consists of exactly the
partition p

π
constructed in [8].

Let p(Sp2n, F ) be the smallest even partition of 2n of the form

[(2n1)s1(2n2)s2 · · · (2nr)sr ],

with 2n1 > 2n2 > · · · > 2nr and si ≤ 4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

Example 6.9. p(Sp8, F ) = [24], p(Sp10, F ) = [423], p(Sp12, F ) = [424],

p(Sp14, F ) = [4223] and p(Sp26, F ) = [64324].

The following theorem follows easily from Theorem 2.2 and the def-
inition of p

Sp2n,F
sm (see (2.4)).

Theorem 6.10. Let F be a totally imaginary number field. Assume
that pm(π) is a singleton for every π ∈ Acusp(Sp2n). Then any partition

p ∈ p
Sp2n,F
sm is greater than or equal to p(Sp2n, F ).
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